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Outline for the lectures
• Lecture 1: Fundamentals
• A brief history, qubits, quantum circuits, qubit technologies
• Lecture 2: Quantum computers and quantum algorithms
• Quantum computers today, quantum algorithms, error correction,
quantum advantage
• Lecture 3: Applications of quantum computing in HEP
• Applications of quantum computing to HEP: simulation, reconstruction
and physics analysis; including quantum machine learning
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The promise of quantum computers is that certain computational tasks might be
executed exponentially faster on a quantum processor than on a classical processor1. A
fundamental challenge is to build a high-fidelity processor capable of running quantum
algorithms in an exponentially large computational space. Here we report the use of a
processor with programmable superconducting qubits2–7 to create quantum states on
53 qubits, corresponding to a computational state-space of dimension 253 (about 1016).
Measurements from repeated experiments sample the resulting probability
distribution, which we verify using classical simulations. Our Sycamore processor takes
about 200 seconds to sample one instance of a quantum circuit a million times—our
benchmarks currently indicate that the equivalent task for a state-of-the-art classical
supercomputer would take approximately
10,000 years. This
1,2
1,2 dramatic increase in
1,2
speed compared to all known classical algorithms is an experimental realization of
1,2
1,2 a much1,2
quantum supremacy8–14 for1,2
this specific computational
task, heralding
anticipated computing paradigm.

QUANTUM COMPUTING

Quantum computational advantage using photons
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Yi-Han Luo , Jian Qin , Dian Wu , Xing Ding , Yi Hu1,2, Peng Hu3, Xiao-Yan Yang3, Wei-Jun Zhang3,
Hao Li3, Yuxuan Li4, Xiao Jiang1,2, Lin Gan4, Guangwen Yang4, Lixing You3, Zhen Wang3, Li Li1,2,
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Nai-Le
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In the early 1980s, Richard Feynman proposed that a quantum
computer LiuIn reaching
this milestone, we
show that
speedup
is achiev-†
would be an effective tool with which to solve problems in physics
and chemistry, given that it is exponentially costly to simulate large
quantum systems with classical computers1. Realizing Feynman’s vision
poses substantial experimental and theoretical challenges. First, can
a quantum system be engineered to perform a computation in a large
enough computational (Hilbert) space and with a low enough error
rate to provide a quantum speedup? Second, can we formulate a problem that is hard for a classical computer but easy for a quantum computer? By computing such a benchmark task on our superconducting
qubit processor, we tackle both questions. Our experiment achieves
quantum supremacy, a milestone on the path to full-scale quantum
computing8–14.

able in a real-world system and is not precluded by any hidden physical
laws. Quantum supremacy also heralds the era of noisy intermediate15

quantum (NISQ) technologies . The benchmark task we demonQuantumscale
computers
promise
perform
certain
tasks that are believed to be intractable to classical
strate
has an immediate
application in to
generating
certifiable
random
numbers (S. Aaronson, manuscript in preparation); other initial uses
computers.
Boson
sampling
is may
such
a optimization
task and, is considered a strong candidate to demonstrate
for this
new computational
capability
include
machine learning , materials science and chemistry
. However,
the quantum
computational advantage. We
performed Gaussian boson sampling by sending 50
realizing the full promise of quantum computing (using Shor’s algorithm
for factoring, for example) still requires technical leaps to engineer
indistinguishable
single-mode
squeezed states into a 100-mode ultralow-loss interferometer with full
fault-tolerant logical qubits
.
To achieve quantum supremacy, we made a number of techniconnectivity
and random matrix—the whole optical setup is phase-locked—and sampling the output
cal advances which also pave the way towards error correction. We
using 100 high-efficiency single-photon detectors. The obtained samples were validated against plausible
hypotheses exploiting thermal states, distinguishable photons, and uniform distribution. The photonic
quantum computer, Jiuzhang, generates up to 76 output photon clicks, which yields an output statespace dimension of 1030 and a sampling rate that is faster than using the state-of-the-art simulation
strategy and supercomputers
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tum computational speed-up, relative to current
supercomputers, in solving certain well-defined
tasks. If the speed-up appears overwhelming,
such that no classical computer can perform
the same task in a reasonable amount of time

Downloaded from

T

he extended Church-Turing thesis is a foundational tenet in computer science, which
states that a probabilistic Turing machine
can efficiently simulate any process on a
realistic physical device (1). In the 1980s,

of samples (for example, ~1010), the quantum
advantage would be reversed if there were
sufficient storage. This sample size dependence
of the comparison—an analog to loopholes in
Bell tests (10)—suggests that quantum advantage would require long-term competitions
between faster classical simulations and improved quantum devices.
Boson sampling, proposed by Aaronson and
Arkhipov (4), was the first feasible protocol for
quantum computational advantage. In boson
sampling and its variants (11, 12), nonclassical
light is injected into a linear optical network,
and the highly random, photon number– and
path-entangled output state is measured by
single-photon detectors. The dimension of the
entangled state grows exponentially with both
the number of photons and the modes, which
quickly renders the storage of the quantum
probability amplitudes impossible. The stateof-the-art classical simulation algorithm calculates one probability amplitude (Permanent
of the submatrix) at a time. The Permanent
is classically hard, and because at least one
Permanent is evaluated for each sample (13, 14),
the sample size loophole can be avoided. In

Computing in HEP
• Computing plays a vital role in our successful exploitation of physics results
from the LHC
• Computing is used extensively from detector control, through simulation,
to data reconstruction and analysis
• HEP also has a long tradition of being at the forefront of new computing
technologies (and even inventing them in certain cases)
• e.g. the WWW and the grid
• Can quantum computing be useful for HEP?
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Outline for Today

Simulation

• Applications of quantum computing in HEP
• Simulation
• Parton shower correlations
• Lattice QCD
Reconstruction

• Reconstruction
• Particle tracking
• Analysis
• Higgs analyses
• SUSY search
Sum of Weights / 2.5 GeV

Progress has been very rapid here…
Relying on a mix of published and unpublished
results
My apologies to anyone who’s work I’ve left out
or don’t do justice to

Analysis
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Simulation

Independent?

Simulating Parton Shower Correlations
• Idea: exploit entanglement between qubits on a quantum computer to
simulate correlations in the parton shower

A very simple toy model
Toy Model
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The mixing g12 gives several interesting effects

Different real emission amplitudes
give rise to interference

Virtual diagrams give rise to
flavor change without radiation

Need to correct both real and virtual effects
Similar to including subleading color
Christian Bauer
Quantum algorithms for High Energy Physics Simulations

Bauer et al., arXiv:1904.03196
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Toy Model Results
Quantum circuit for the final
state radiation algorithm for
one of the N steps

Differential cross section as a
function of the largest emission
angle using IBM Q
Compare interference off (blue)
to interference on (red)

Bauer et al., arXiv:1904.03196

Christian Bauer
Quantum algorithms for High Energy Physics Simulations
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Lattice QCD
Klco et al, arXiv:1803.03326
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Quantum-Classical Computation of Schwinger Model Dynamics using Quantum
Computers

4
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We present a quantum-classical algorithm to study the dynamics of the two-spatial-site Schwinger
model on IBM’s quantum computers. Using rotational symmetries, total charge, and parity,
the number of qubits needed to perform computation is reduced by a factor of ⇠ 5, removing
exponentially-large unphysical sectors from the Hilbert space. Our work opens an avenue for exploration of other lattice quantum field theories, such as quantum chromodynamics, where classical
˜
⇤=3
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FIG. 3.
The probability of finding an e+ e pair (blue,
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Reconstruction
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Track reconstruction studies
• Quantum Annealing x 2
• Quantum Associative Memory
• Quantum Hough Transform
• Quantum Graph Neural Network

11
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Reconstructing Tracks

Track reconstruction is
expected to have a large
CPU burden at the HLLHC … and even
greater at future pp
collider

ATLAS S&C twiki

HL-LHC: μ= 140-200

Almost all studies here use the trackML dataset
Many restrict the multiplicity and/or focus on the central detector region
and/or high pT

13

Quantum Annealing
• Reformulated track reconstruction as an energy minimisation problem
• Solve using the D-Wave quantum annealer
• Solution time doesn’t scale with number of tracks
• Implemented QUBO minimisation on D-Wave and study scaling with track
multiplicity
• Inspired from *, but use triplets (3 hits) as the qubits
• Encode the quality of the triplets based on physics properties. Pair-wise
connections b act as constraints (>0) or incentives (<0)
• Minimizing O means selecting the best triplets to form track candidates

*Stimpfl-Abele & Garrido, Fast track
finding with neural networks

Slide credit: L. Linder

Bapst et al, arXiv:1902.08324

Implementation

14

• Dataset:
• trackML dataset
• barrel, >1 GeV, 5+ hits)
• QUBO solvers:
• qbsolv (D-Wave + simulation)
• neal (simulation)
• Computers

Doublets for a dataset
of 2456 particles and
16855 hits

• D-Wave 2X (1152 qubits),
• D-Wave 2000Q (2048 qubits)
• Fujitsu DA (1025 qubits)

Slide credit: L. Linder

Initial Performance with DWave

15

Physics performance as a
function of occupancy
using a D-Wave 2X
(qbsolv).

Timing building: 0-20 min |
solving: 0-12s (sim), 0-56 min
(D-Wave)
D-Wave | sim. Same physics,
important time overhead with
D-Wave

arXiv:1902.08324

Slide credit: L. Linder

doublet with wrong neighbor doublets is identified 16
as a

Improved Performance + Digital Annealer
(b)

(a)

7000

Number of tracks

Figure 4: Efficiency (a) and purity (b) as a function of a fraction of a hit density for
a HL
6000
LHC pileup environment. Black line is a result by the neal solver. Magenta, blue and red lin
5000
show results by the Digital Annealer with di↵erent solver-configurations.

• Further work to improve the
purity of the algorithm

4000
Table 1 shows the CPU time of the annealing by the neal solver, CPU time of a pre
3000
processing/postprocessing by the Digital Annealer, and annealing time on the Digital An
nealer Unit. A queue and network time are not included here. Also, a common preproces
2000
ing/postprocessing time (triplet selection/QUBO building/track formation) are not shown i
the table. The annealing time on the Digital Annealer is independent of the hit density,
whi
1000
the CPU time depends on the hit density. The dominant part of the computing time for th
0
Digital Annealer is CPU time in the case of the full density.

• Extend to expected HL-LHC
multiplicities
• Study performance using the
Fujitsu Digital Annealer

Table 1: A comparison of the compute time of the Digital Annealer and the neal solver. N sli
• Annealing time is
is the number of ⌘ slices. A queue and network time of the Digital Annealer are not include
(a)
independent of the number
in this table.
of tracks
Density3:
[%](a)NPurity
DA [sec]
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Figure
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and efficiency
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• Superior performance to
DWave

CPU time
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Saito et al
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the transverse field Hamiltonian drives the dynamics truth
[44].
For each annealing run, we re-embed the problem 10 times
with randomized cross-term signs (gauges) to average out
noise on local fields and couplers [45]. For each gauge,
we perform 10, 000 annealing runs before selecting the
lowest-energy solution from all the outputs. Note that as
the inherent noise in the annealing hardware improves in
the future, fewer runs and gauges would be necessary. To
test the eﬀect of the annealing time (which in principle
must be optimized in order to extract the true time to
solution [8, 38]), we compare runs from 5 to 800 µs.

Quantum Annealing

in the TrackML data.

s
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t

• A second implementation of quantum
annealing using Hopfield networks for
tracking from Zlokapa et al, arXiv:
3.6 Benchmark studies
1908.04475
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Benchmark studies

Zlokapa et al, arXiv: 1908.04475
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Associative Memory

Memory required scales
far more slowly with the
number of tracks

Inspired by ideas for hardware
based track triggers

Shapoval, arXiv:1902.00498

Slide credit: I. Shapoval
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Implementation
• QuAM circuit generators implementing the Trugenberger’s initialization and
generalized Grover’s algorithms.
• use open-source quantum computing platform, Qiskit
• Supported backends
• IBM QE cloud-based quantum chips [5Q Yorktown/Tenerife, 14Q
Melbourne, 20Q Tokyo]
• Local/remote noisy simulators

p
Sni

p

Ex.: complete circuit
for retrieving one 2bit pattern

Ex.: complete circuit
for retrieving one 2-bit
pattern

Shapoval et al, arXiv:1902.00498

Slide credit: I. Shapoval
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Quantum Hough Transform

Accumulator
Space for 8
tracks

Local Maxima
Detection using
Grover-Long
Algorithm

vote counts

Chen et al, arXiv:1908.07943

Slide Credit: A.Yadav

Quantum Graph Neural Networks
• GNNs for particle tracking are being developed by the Exa.TrkX
collaboration
• Recent studies of the application of QGNNs to particle tracking
• Hybrid quantum-classical algorithm
• Encode the hit coordinates as angles
• Iteratively apply quantum edge and node networks to propagate
information to all detector layers
• Final application of the edge network classifies the segments

arXiv:2003.08126, arXiv:2007.06868.pdf, Talk by Tuysuz at CTD 2020
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Connecting the Dots. April 20-30, 2020

QGNN Results
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Quantum edge network

• Obtains AUC on 0.8
• Performance decreases as number of
iterations increases
• Attributed to the limited statistics
and network simplicity (100 events)

Figure 5: Quantum Circuit of QEN is given on the left. Quantum Cir
The numerical values are from an example data.

1400 subgraphs are used to train the QGNN and 200 subgraphs are us
epoch. 3 independent experiments were conducted to test di↵erent iterat
in Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows that the model can achieve an Area under the ROC curv
entropy loss of 0.5. While 1.0 is the perfect score for AUC, the model se
simplicity. It was expected that the model performance to get better as
However, higher iteration runs performed similar to Nit = 1 or even w
leading to this. First, simple TTN models do not represent the data m
therefore it defines a less than perfect ending point for the training.
vanishing gradient problem. It is known that Recurrent Neural Networ
QGNN is no exception. Therefore, as the Nit increases the learning rate
will be investigated deeply in future work.

Tuysuz et al, arXiv:2007.06868
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Analysis

ML on Quantum Computers
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Analysis
H → γγ

Three Higgs analyses
One SUSY search

CMS, PLB 716, 30-61

ttH(H → γγ)

35

ATLAS
Continuum Background
s = 13 TeV, 79.8 fb-1

ATLAS, PLB 812 (2021) 135980

30

Total Background

mH = 125.09 GeV

Signal + Background

25

All categories
ln(1+S/B) weighted sum

20
15

Weighted Events / 2 GeV

Data

700
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ATLAS

Data
Total pdf
Signal pdf
Bkg. pdf

-1

s = 13 TeV, 139 fb

H → µ µ , ln(1 + S/B) weighted

400
300
200
100

10

Data - Bkg.

Sum of Weights / 2.5 GeV

ATLAS, PLB784 (2018) 173

H → μμ
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Quantum Machine Learning
• QML lies at the intersection between quantum computing and machine
learning
• Usually, we’re talking about using quantum computers to analyse classical
data
• In many cases, the most promising methods are hybrid classical/quantum
approaches
• Both quantum annealers and digital quantum computers have been explored
• Introductory QML textbook
• Recent review article about quantum machine learning in HEP
• Not trying to provide an overview here; rather trying to show examples of
studies that have been performed
Don’t fall for the hype! - Frank Zickert

25

Quantum Adiabatic Machine Learning
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• CMS H → γγ search using QAML [arXiv:0104129, arXiv:0001106] using
DWave

• Pudenz et al, arXiv:1109.0325
• Training: identify optimal set of weak classifiers to form strong classifier
• Testing: evolve strong classifiers to identify anomalous elements
Slide Credit, J.R.Vlimant
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QAML for
Weak/Strong
QAML
H → γγClassifier
Classifier DefinitionDefine w as binary linear
i

Define functions hi of the
input variables into [-1,1]
such that
➢ P(signal|h>0) > P(bkg|h>0)
➢ P(bkg|h<0) > P(signal|h<0)

combination of hi

Objective
Definition
QAML
Target/Objective

i.e. Most signal on h>0, most
bkg on h<0

Define as a “target” function

Per event error

QUBO
Quadratic
Unconstrained
Binary Optimization
QUBO
Definition
https://arxiv.org/abs/1109.0325

D-Wave Classifier, OpenLab Q-HEP, J.-R. Vlimant
11/05/18
21

Full error

Cij and Ciy are summations over the values of hi over the training set
➔ λ is a parameter penalizing the number of non-zero w
i
➔

Simple conversion
of binary
weights to ±1

https://arxiv.org/abs/1109.0325
D-Wave Classifier, OpenLab Q-HEP, J.-R. Vlimant
11/05/18
22

Slide Credit, J.R.Vlimant
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H → γγ Setup
• Dataset: 300k signal; 300k background events
• Training: subsets ranging from 100 to 20k events
• Testing: 100k signal; 100k background
• Key discriminating variables (photon momentum, invariant mass, etc)
Weak Classifier Function
Define vshift
●
Based on 70th and 30th
percentile of the signal
distribution (s70, s30)
● If the percentile of
background at s70 is less
than 70%, then translate
to s70 and invert the
variable
● Else, check the percentile
of background at s30, and
if more than 30%, then
translate to s30.
● Else, the two distributions
are “too overlapping” and
we discard the variable.

Define h
● v
and v-1 are the 10th and
+1
90th percentile of vshift

Outline
➔

➔

➔

➔

➔

Train classical classifiers as a baseline
measurement of performance.
Evaluate the exact solution of the problem
using simulating annealing of the Ising model.
Scan for λ, penalty on number of weak
classifiers.
Classification performance depending on the
size of the training set.
Scan on the fraction of exited states included
in the classifier.

Applied to all variables and their
product (inverse if flipped)
D-Wave Classifier, OpenLab Q-HEP, J.-R. Vlimant
11/05/18
30

D-Wave Classifier, OpenLab Q-HEP, J.-R. Vl
11/05/18
33

Slide Credit, J.R.Vlimant

d the given variable turned on in the ground-state configuration. Of the 36 variables, 3 were included for
riables p2T/(p1T − p2T) and (p1T + p2T)/∆η were present in almost all; and 7 were never included, among which

H → γγ Results
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The discovery of Higgs-boson decays in a background of standard- observables themselves, but also of their correlations in the data. In
model processes was assisted by machine learning methods1,2. The the measurement of the properties of the Higgs boson11, disagreeclassifiers used to separate signals such as these from background ments between simulations and observations result in label noise and
are trained using highly unerring but not completely perfect systematic uncertainties in the efficiency of the classifiers that adversely
simulations of the physical processes involved, often resulting in effect the classification performance and translate into uncertainties on
0.66 properties of the discovered particle.
incorrect labelling of background processes or signals (label noise) the measured
To address these challenges in the Higgs-signal-versus-background
and systematic errors. Here we use quantum3–6 and classical7,8
annealing (probabilistic techniques for approximating the global optimization problem, we study a binary classifier that is trained
0.64 simulated annealing7,8 and quantum annealing3–6,18.
maximum or minimum of a given function) to solve a Higgs- with classical
signal-versus-background machine learning optimization problem, To implement quantum annealing we use a programmable quantum
mapped to a problem of finding the ground state of a corresponding annealer (D-Wave Systems, Inc.) housed at the University of Southern
Ising spin model. We build a set of weak classifiers based on the California’s
0.62Information Sciences Institute, which comprises 1,098
kinematic observables of the Higgs decay photons, which we then superconducting flux qubits. The optimization problem is mapped to
use to construct a strong classifier. This strong classifier is highly one of finding the ground state of a corresponding Ising spin model.
resilient against overtraining and against errors in the correlations We use the excited states in the vicinity of the ground state in the
0.60
of the physical observables in the training data. We show that the training method to improve the accuracy of the classifiers beyond
resulting quantum and classical annealing-based classifier systems the baseline ground-state-finding model. We refer to this approach as
perform comparably to the state-of-the-art machine learning quantum annealing for machine learning (QAML).
0.58
methods that are currently used in particle physics9,10. However, in
g
QA
contrast to these methods, the annealing-based classifiers are simple
functions of directly interpretable experimental parameters with
SA
clear physical meaning. The annealer-trained classifiers use the
0.56
DNN
t
t
excited states in the vicinity of the ground state and demonstrate
XGB
H
t
t
some advantage over traditional machine learning methods for
small training datasets. Given the relative simplicity of the algorithm
t
t
0.54
and its robustness to error, this technique may find application
g
0.1
1
5
10
15
20
in other areas of experimental particle physics, such as real-time
decision making in event-selection problems and classification in
Size of training dataset (103)
neutrino physics.
The discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron
Collider
Figure
4 | Area under the ROC curve (AUROC) for the annealer-trai
(LHC)1,2 marks the beginning of a new era in particle physics.
Mott,
al,XGB.
doi:10.1038/nature24047
networks
DNNetand
Results shown are for the
Experimental particle physicists at the LHC are measuring
the with f = 0.05, the
11,12
13
properties of the new boson , searching for heavier Higgs
bosons
36-variable
networks at λ = 0.05. As in Fig. 3, the solid lines correspond

QA
SA
DNN
XGB

b 1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

d

0

1.0

AUROC

diom

doi:10.1038/nature24047

set by mγγ; hence p1T /m γγ is largely stochastic and provides little
discrimination.
Solving a Higgs optimization problem with quantum
We estimate
the receiver
operating
characteristic (ROC) curves on
annealing
for machine
learning
Alex Mott †*, Joshua Job *, Jean-Roch Vlimant , Daniel Lidar & Maria Spiropulu
the training
set and construct a final
output
classifier such that for
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QAML with Zooming
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• Recent extension to these results
with the introduction
of QAML with
B. Zooming Extension
zooming
•

30

Results for H → γγ on DWave 2X
B.

2

By iteratively performing quantum annealing, the binary
weights
on the weak
classifiers can
beto
made
continIdea:
Iteratively
perform
QA
obtain
uous, resulting in a stronger classifier. This is achieved
the
weights
on the
weak
classifiers
by
performing
a search
on the
real numbers,
e↵ectively
zooming in on a region of the energy surface each iteracontinuous
tion (Figure 1). We denote the zooming variant of quantum annealing for machine learning as QAML-Z. Under
• reformulation,
Binary search
over ofenergy
surface
this
the weights
the classifiers
may be
extended
from
the up/down
set {0, 1} to the
continuous interval
using
spin
outcomes
[ 1, 1], enabling the subtraction of classifiers to reduce
cross-correlations between weak classifiers.

a)

b)

lfle
as

E

E

µ0(0) = 0

E

µ0(1) = –0.5

Results

µ0(2) = –0.25

zooming methodologies. Examining the normalized Ising
model energy as a function of iteration number, the
zooming algorithm is also shown to monotonically decrease the Hamiltonian energy with additional anneals.

C.

Simulated Annealing Benchmark

Given the analogue of quantum annealing to simulated
annealing [17], we also implement the proposed zooming
algorithm in a simulated annealing framework, reporting
on simulated annealing with zooming (SA-Z). To attempt
to match the improved quantum annealing performance,
we also propose simulated annealing with excited states
and zooming (SAE-Z), in which the supremum over a set
of excited states from simulated annealing is used to improve the area under ROC curve in the same manner as
in the quantum algorithm. While a ground state solution
minimizes error on the training set, it may overfit to the
training data and cause poor generalization on the test
set. Hence, the inclusion of excited states — either thermal noise in simulated annealing or sampled from the
quantum annealer — can improve performance on the
test set.

tor is accepted with probabil
After randomly selecting a sp
has N spins), a sweep has be
temperature is stepped wit
ture schedule from i = 0.1
sweeps, incrementing the te
each sweep. This process is
the lowest-energy state is sele
Temperature schedules reachi
forming up to 100,000 sweeps
no significant impact on the r
states for the SAE-Z benchma
for 5000 reads and select exc
criteria as for quantum annea

FIG. 2. Area under the ROC
for the QAML-Z
Comparison
tocurve
Simulation

FIG.
zoom
Top:
seen
over
mode
catin

extension, simulated annealing (SA-Z), a logistic regression (LR-Z), the original QAML, a deep neural
network (DNN) and XGBoost (XGB) [65] as a function of training set size. While QAML-Z matches DNN
W
performance at small training set sizes, it decreases the margin between QAML and DNN by 47% for the largest training
augm
sets. Error bars indicate 1 error, including both variation
unde
5. Di↵erence between t
over training sets and statistical error estimated byFIG.
reweightsifier
tum annealing (QA) and s
ing samples from a Poisson distribution.
SA finds a lower minimum
energ
ing
a
initial Hamiltonian. Error bars

FIG. 1. Zooming extension. While QAML only performs
one anneal, QAML-Z iteratively updates the weight µ (indicated by the red dot) of a weak classifier (index 0 in the diagram) in the strong classifier ensemble by performing a binary
search over the energy surface using spin up/down outcomes.

FIG. 4. Comparison of quantum annealing and simulated annealing for the new and original algorithms,
measured by area under ROC curve (AUROC). Although QAML-Z outperforms QAML and SA-Z, the inclusion

QAML-Z performs better
sets, with a statistically sign
training set sizes (Figure 4)
simulated and quantum anne
lar ground states at the end
although they likely took di↵e
due to the fact that SA evolv
cal Hamiltonian, whereas QA
verse field as well. When incl

Zlokapa et al, arXiv: 1908.04480

ttH(H → γγ) and H → μμ with ATLAS
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Typically used 100 events and 10 variables
Slide Credit, S.L. Wu

Variational Quantum Classifier

32

VQC

Slide Credit, S.L Wu ; arXiv:2012.11560.pdf
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VQC Results

Similar performance (a)to classical methods

Page 8

(a)

(b)

Page 10
Good agreement
between simulation
and hardware
(a)
Figure 3. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves (as a benchmark in the

of background rejection versus signal efficiency) of the quantum variational classifier met
the ibmq QasmSimulator (blue), the classical SVM (yellow), and the BDT (green) for
tt̄H analysis and (b) the H ! µ+ µ analysis. In each analysis, the classifiers are const
using ten independent datasets, each consisting of 100 events for training and 100 eve
testing. All classifiers are trained with the same 10 variables processed with the PCA m
In this study, 10 qubits are employed on the quantum computer simulator. To visual
discrimination power of each algorithm, the testing events of the ten datasets are comb
make the ROC curves. We observe that the quantum variational classifier method on th
QasmSimulator performs similarly to the classical SVM and the BDT for both the tt̄H a
and the H ! µ+ µ analysis.

(b)
Figure 3. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves (as a benchmark in the plane
of background rejection versus signal efficiency)
of the quantum variational classifier method on
(a)
the ibmq QasmSimulator (blue), the classical SVM (yellow), and the BDT (green) for (a) the
tt̄H analysis and (b) the H ! µ+ µ analysis. In each analysis, the classifiers are constructed

(b)

arXiv:2012.11560.pdf

Quantum SVM Kernel Method

34

Slide Credit, S.L. Wu
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QSVM Results
6

• Improved performance over classical methods
• Good agreement between simulation and hardware
• Impact from noise in the hardware observed

s a func-

5

(a)

Figure 6. The qubit map of the “ibmq paris” quantum system [34]. The colors indicate readout error rates of the qubits
and CNOT error rates of the connections. Our study uses
qubits 3, 5, 8, 11, 14, 16, 19, 22, 25, 24, 23, 21, 18, 15 and 12.
(a)

(a)

(a)
(b)

Noise
(b)

(b)

(b)
(c)

Material courtesy of S.L. Wu, publication coming soon

Figure 7. ROC curve of the QSVM-Kernel classifier with
the “ibmq paris” quantum computer hardware using the tt̄H

Hybrid Quantum Neural Network

36

Slide Credit, S.L. Wu
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QNN Results
IBM hardware
Slightly worse on IBM hardware
than in simulation
In simulation, QNN has slightly
better performance than DNN
Google simulator

Slide Credit, S.L. Wu

Comparison of different ML methods

38

~9.2 w 20k events, 20 qubits
In most cases, the performance already exceeds the reference
classical algorithms
Significant variation between the different ML approaches. Best
performance obtained using a QNN on a google simulator with 13
qubits

Slide Credit, S.L. Wu
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QML for SUSY Studies

VQC Circuit

Event Classification with Quantum Machine Learning in High-Energy Physics

• Variational Quantum Circuit (VQC)
Uin(!)

=

RY(sin-1(!1))

RZ(cos-1(!12))

RY(sin-1(!2))

RZ(cos-1(!22))

RY(sin-1(!3))

RZ(cos-1(!32))

• Same method as Wu et al

• Quantum Circuit Learning (QCL)
RX("1)

•

=
U(#)
Classical-quantum

e-iHt
hybrid

RZ("4)

H

Uin(!)

=

RZ(!1)

U"(!)

H

U"(!)

=

H

RX("7)

for low-depth

circuit learning

3

RX("2)

RZ("5)

RX("8)

RX("3)

RZ("6)

RX("9)

in

samples.

• Output calculation on QC, parameter
2.1.1 Quantum Circuit Learning
turning on CC
A QCL circuit used in this study for the 3-variable
classification is shown in Fig. 2. The Uin (x) in QCL
is characterized by the series of single-qubit rotation
gates RY and RZ [19]. The angles of the rotation gates
are obtained from the input data x to be sin 1 (x) and
cos 1 (x2 ), respectively. The input data are needed to
be normalized within the range [ 1, 1] by scaling linearly using the maximum and minimum values of the
input variables. The normalization is performed separately for the training and testing samples to avoid data
beyond the [ 1, 1] range. In this case, the classification
performance is slightly suboptimal for the testing sam-

• Search for chargino pair production via a
Higgs boson using SUSY dataset from UCI
ML repository (2l + MET)

Terashi et al, arXiv:2002.09935.pdf

=

RZ(!3)
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×1

×3

Fig. and
2 U (x)
and U (✓) circuitstune
used in the
this study for the
• Input data
iteratively
QCL algorithm.
circuit parameters to obtain the desired
output both real quantum computer and simulator with small

• 100-10k events; 3-7 variables

U($)

RZ(!2)

Uent

=

H

H
H

H

H

H

Fig. 3 Uin (x) and U (✓) circuits used in this study for the
VQC algorithm.

QCL Circuit

2.1.2
Classification
EventVariational
Classification Quantum
with Quantum
Machine Learning in High-Energy Ph

Figure 3 shows a VQC-1 circuit for-1the
3-variable classiRY(sin (!1))
RZ(cos (!12))
fication used in this study. The Uin (x) consists of a set
-1(!22))
(sin-1(!
RZ(cos
2))
of Hadamard
gatesRYand
rotation
gates
with angles from Uin(!
Uin(!) =
the input data x (the
latter Ris (cos
represented
as U (x) in
-1(!32))
RY(sin-1(!3))
Z
the figure). The U (x) is composed of single-qubit rotation gates of the form U {k} (x)
k ), a
{k}
RX("1)= exp
RZ("(i
RX(x)Z
("7)
4)
diagonal phase gate with the linear function of {k} (x) =
U($
RX("2)
RX("8)
=
5)
U(#)is identical
eto-iHt
xk . This
the one
used RinZ("Ref.
[20] as the
single-qubit gate (see Eq. (32)RXof
supplementary
in("3)the R
RX("9)
Z("6)
formation of Ref. [20]), and is referred to as the“First
×3
Order Expansion” (FOE). The U (x) is not repeated
Fig. 2 Uin (x) and U (✓) circuits used in this study for
the
depth
inQCL
thisalgorithm.
study unless otherwise stated, thus Nin
= 1. Uen

QML SUSY Results
• Use two 20 qubit IBM quantum
computers and the IBM Qulacs
simulator

train
test
Nevent
(= Nevent
)

Testing

Training

40
70
100
200
500
1000

0.555 ± 0.032
0.716 ± 0.037
0.708 ± 0.039
0.812 ± 0.012
0.779 ± 0.008
0.779 ± 0.008

0.813 ± 0.012
0.741 ± 0.022
0.761 ± 0.025
0.741 ± 0.014
0.796 ± 0.007
0.789 ± 0.005

40

QCL Results

Fig. 7 Evolution of the cost function value in the training of
train
the VQC algorithm with Nvar = 3 and Nevent
= 40. Shown
are the cost function values observed in 5 training trials for
quantum computer and QASM simulator.

VQC Results

Event Classification with Quantum Machine Learning in High-Energy Physics

9

Fig. 5 ROC curves obtained from the test sample for the
Fig. 6 Average AUC values (calculated from the test samtrain
8
Koji
et a
BDT, DNN and QCL algorithms with Nvar = 7 and
Nevent
=curvesples)
a function
theVQC
training sample size
for Terashi
the
Fig.
9 ROC
in the as
training
and testingof
of the
Table 4 Number of trainable parameters used
in
the
DNN
train
algorithm
with Nevent
= 40DNN
and 1,000
Nvar =algorithms
3. Shown
10, 000. The error bands correspond to the standard
deviaBDT,
andforQCL
with Nvar = 3 (circles),
model of Table 1.
are
the
ROC
curves
(averaged
over
five
trials
in
the
training
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Incomplete list of other studies for HEP
• Quantum gate optimization for scientific applications: https://arxiv.org/pdf/
2102.10008.pdf
• Simulating collider physics on QC: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.05044.pdf
• Vertexing with QA: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.08879.pdf
• QA for jet clustering: https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/
PhysRevD.101.094015
• Unfolding with QA: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/
JHEP11(2019)128
• Unfolding to mitigate readout errors: https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41534-020-00309-7

And probably many more that I don’t know about yet
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Summary
• Quantum computing is an exciting field
currently going through a rapid development
cycle
• Major players include a wide range of tech
companies and governments around the
world
• A wide range of technologies are being
explored including superconducting, trapped
ion, photonic, silicon and topological qubits
• People are particularly excited because
• Quantum computers may be able to do
things that classical computers cannot
• Quantum computers may be able to
solve certain problems far more quickly
• A recent success was the demonstration of
quantum advantage
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Conclusion
• Currently available quantum computers have limited numbers of qubits,
short coherence times and are very noisy
• Many problems need to be solved to continue to scale the size and
power of quantum computers
• Projections vary wildly about when we might expect (if ever) to have a
quantum computer of the size to be more generally useful
• HEP is increasingly becoming constrained by computing resources
• Increasing dataset sizes, increasing complexity
• Even more true when planning future colliders
• We also have a long history of being trail blazers in many areas including
computing
• Many interesting studies have been and continue to be performed
• Will help to determine how quantum computers can be useful for us and
also can help to provide difficult problems which can impact design
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Thank you!

